This paper is concerned primarily with conditions for semiseparation separation of lattices. These conditions are expressed in terms of the general man space. and Wall-
If A/B=, A (X,, B implies there exists a C,C such that C)B, and A/C ) then { is said to semiseparate ,i. This notion is important in topological spaces, where and are specific lattices such as, for example, the zero-sets and the closed sets.
We investigate this property in terms of associated measures and outer measures associated with the respective lattices, and also with respective Wallman spaces. This gives us new conditions for one lattice to semiseparate another, and gives additional facts pertaining to the measures. These investigations are carried out in sections 3 and 4. In section 2 we give some background material, which 'is fairly standard by now, and can be found in [i-3] . This material has been added mainly for the reader's convenience.
BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS.
Let X be an abstract set and , a lattice of subsets of X. It is assumed that ),X (:(. We denote by (.(,) the algebra generated by, ;('(.), the lattice of all countable intersections of sets from C. ( is replete iff for any /.I(.), S(/)). It is known that W() is disjunctive and that the topologicai space (IR(,),tW())) is compact and T I and if , is disjunctive it is T 2 iff . is normal. PROOF. a) Since W2(L2)) is closed in W2((), it is compact and since k' is continuous, (W2(L2)) is compact. C is normal, so IR() is compact and T 2 and therefore (W2(L2)) is closed. Then ' (W2(L2))=C,, WI PROOF. Necessity-first we show that WO() is an l-lattice. Let T_I().
There exists z I(:') with Z_/ (). Hence by Theorem 4.4 we have and z' (W((()) with /'(W.()). Since , is disjunctive, Wo() is replete and by Theorem 4.1 it follows that WB() is LindelSf. WI(,)__tW.(,) implies that twe(,IC) is Lindelf. Sufficiency-tW(() Lindel6f implies that WI(,v) Lindelf and since W(() is disjunctive, by Theorem 4.3 it follows that W() is an l-lattice.
(w()) Therefore for '(W,_()) there exists ( PROOF. To show that k2)=n,k, k2kl, Clearly k2kl snce z=t .e. for.any k2z e have k2=kl ,kl .
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Intermodal transport refers to the movement of goods in a single loading unit which uses successive various modes of transport (road, rail, water) without handling the goods during mode transfers. Intermodal transport has become an important policy issue, mainly because it is considered to be one of the means to lower the congestion caused by single-mode road transport and to be more environmentally friendly than the single-mode road transport. Both considerations have been followed by an increase in attention toward intermodal freight transportation research.
Various intermodal freight transport decision problems are in demand of mathematical models of supporting them. As the intermodal transport system is more complex than a single-mode system, this fact offers interesting and challenging opportunities to modelers in applied mathematics. This special issue aims to fill in some gaps in the research agenda of decision-making in intermodal transport.
The mathematical models may be of the optimization type or of the evaluation type to gain an insight in intermodal operations. The mathematical models aim to support decisions on the strategic, tactical, and operational levels. The decision-makers belong to the various players in the intermodal transport world, namely, drayage operators, terminal operators, network operators, or intermodal operators.
Topics of relevance to this type of decision-making both in time horizon as in terms of operators are:
• Intermodal terminal design • Infrastructure network configuration • Location of terminals • Cooperation between drayage companies • Allocation of shippers/receivers to a terminal • Pricing strategies • Capacity levels of equipment and labour • Operational routines and lay-out structure • Redistribution of load units, railcars, barges, and so forth • Scheduling of trips or jobs • Allocation of capacity to jobs • Loading orders • Selection of routing and service Before submission authors should carefully read over the journal's Author Guidelines, which are located at http://www .hindawi.com/journals/jamds/guidelines.html. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal Manuscript Tracking System at http://mts.hindawi.com/, according to the following timetable:
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